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CORE CONTENT, CRITICAL THINKING, AND CIVIC VALUES:
ISSUES ON EDUCATION IN THE SOCIAL STUD/ES

John J Patrick
DirectOr, ERIC Clearinghouse for Social Studies/SOCialScience Education,

Indiana University, Bloomington, /N

Educational reform has become a Major concern of Americans. Numerous
national commissions and report-0 hatod alerted the public_to deficiencies
in school programs and needs for imprOvement in curricula and teaching.
Attention_has been directed primarily_to education in the sciences,
mathematice, and English; but_the_eodial studies have not been ignored.
(In_this chapter, social Studies iS used as a departmental label that refer8
to subjects in history and the_Social sciences, which are staples of the
secondary school CUrridUlUM and sources of content in elementary Scheel
courses.)

Public ecrttiny and criticism have prompted educators in the Sediel
studieS (histery and the social sciences) to re=examine established curriculum
patternd and teaching procedures. _Discourse and debate aboUt Standards of
aChietietenti quality and uses of textbooks, competence of teachers, and
scope and sequence of the curriculum have been highlighted in conferences,
journals, newspapersi_and television,Or radio_programs. _Both USA Today anti
Theo and Researchin_Social-EdUCatien have included articles on trends and
issues_in the teaching of history and the social sciences_in elementary_and
secondary schools; both CBS_And PBS haVe aired programe_on the reform of
curricula and teaching, inclUding current arguments about the content 0f_
courses_in_the soCial_StUditt and the ways these subjects should be tatight
in the nation'S echOele.

Old questiOnt and issues on education have aroused_neur interest &Meng
schoIars_and_the general public. What knowledgei_cognitive_Skiiiii, and
values Shetld all (or most) students be expected te_learn_thredgh education
in the dedial studies? How should knowledge, cognitiVe_dkills, and values
be tauot to etudents of the social studies? _How should the social studies
contribUte to education for citizenship_it a free society? This chapter
treats these important issues on educatiOn_in the social studies in terms
Of three topics: (a) core content, (b) critical thinking, and (c) civic
values.

Core Content

The current edUCational reform movement-has stimulated interest in
common learning eXperiences and basic requirements for all stud-ante.
Reformers Of the 19806 have argued for core content, essential SUbjeCts that
all studentS Should learn. The National Commission on ExCellende in_Edudation
(1983, pp. 24=27) recommended that all students seeking_te_graduate from high
schoOl_be reqUired to complete a curriculum_comprised Of fiVe "Ne4 Basics"
inClUding "three years of social_studies"--to_acquire knOWled46 and cognitive
Skillb "required fc-:: success in the 'information' age we are entering." In a
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widely-praised report on eecondary education in America, Ernest Boyer said:
"A core of common learning is essential. The basic curriculum should be a
study of those consequential ideas, experiences, and traditions common to
all of us by virtue of our membership in the human family at a particular
moment in history" (1983, p. 302).

What core content should all students be expected to learn through
education in the social studies? Why should they be expected to learn it?
How should it be organized and presented to students?

Boyer and other current curriculum reformers (McNett, 1984) recommend
at least three years of study in history and the social sciences as a
condition for graduation from high school. AII urge substantial courses in
American history and government or civics; Most also recommend content on
western civilization and_nonwestern civilizations either as separate nourses
or as parts of a_course in_world history. Many supporters of a_high_school
core curriculum in the social studies urge inclusion of geography and
economics either as one-semester courses or as units or majOr_themes within
courses in history and government. Neatly all core content advocates agree
that knowledge in history, geography, civics, and economics should be
essential elements of the elementary and middle school curriculum.

State governments and local school districts across the country have
responded to the educational reformers by raising requirements for graduation
from high school._ More than 40 states have new standards for the social
studies in secondary schools; These standards include more required courses
and periodic testing_of knowledge and related cognitive Skills in history,
geography, government, and economics_(U. S. Department of_Education, 1984).
several_state education_departments have_established commissions or teak
forces to redesign curriculum guides in_line with ideas of prominent national
commissions and reports about the IMportance Of extensive core content
requirementa.

Some proponents of core content emphasize broad coverage of information
in separate subjects. They want students to survey facts presumably known
by an educated person. By contrast, other advocates of core content emphasize
conceptual frameworks, and facts subsumed by them, which constitute structures
of knowledge in academic disciplines. A concept (the building block in a
structure of knowledge) is a category, that includes data or facts that fit
a definition of it. We use the definition of a concept as a criterion to
organize phenomena_with certain common characteristics. Concepts are
powerful means to learning, remembering, and thinking about facts. However,
intellectual power generated by Gno concept is increased greatly by connecting
it to a framework--a set of interrelated concepts.

The core content of academic disciplines, such as_geography or economics,
consists of_interrelated concepts and the facts that pertain to them. We
use these concepts and facts to describe and explain aspects of reality.
Academic disciplines are distinguished from other subjects in the curriculum
by their conceptual frameworks, which demand sustained, systematic (disci-
plined) intellectual effort by students who would use them effectively to
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orgrnize and interpret masses of information. Students of history, for
example, learn schemes for_periodization--broad categories that_subsume sets
Of lower-level concepts and give order and meaning_to facts in a narrative;
Educators who emphasize mastery_of interrelated concepts in academic disciplines
disagree strongly with those who claim that core content consists of relatively
formless bodies of facts to be transmitted to students in surveys of separate
subjects.

The best new curriculum guides emanating from state education departments,
public school districts, and private schools_and associations tend to
emphasize the basic academic disciplines of history, geography, government
(political science), and economics. _These curriculum proposals also stress
connections_of knowledge within and between courses. Interrelated and
mutually_reinforcing concepteand facts in these basic academic disciplines
presumably are generative: they engender subsequent learning.

Proponents of extensive core content requirements claim that general
acceptance of their position in schools would:

o Provide all_students with equal access to knowledge needed for
socioeconomic advancement, democratic participation in public
affairs, and personal fulfillment.

o Bring coherence_and integrity to curricula that_were disordered
and overextended during the 1970s through proliferation of new
courses and excessive addition of trendy topics to old courses.

o Contribute to social cohesion and national unity among a
diverse population of students by providing knowledge of a
common American heritage and identity.

o Help students to_deal with "information overload" in our
"high-tech" society by promoting mastery of conceptual
frameworks that subsume or integrate vast amounts of data;

o Lead to large average increases in scores on national and local
tests of achievement in history, geography, and civics by
distributing widely and equitably basic knowledge about our
world in the past and present (McNett, 1984; Sewell, 1984).

Opponents of core content that is anchored_in academic disciplines
argue that it would have negative_affects on students with little_interest
in or aptitude for intellectual endeavors or preparation for college. Thly
reject_the assumption that all students have_the need for and ability
to profit from extensive and rigorous education in history and the social_
sciences. They contend that requiring all_students_to complete an extensive
core curriculum, based on academic disciplines, would:

o Restrict opportunities to choose courses that fit particular
interestS and needs (ASCD Task Force, 1985).
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o Create a curriculum imbalance in favor of academic courses at the
expense of utilitarian or practical programs with direct social
relevance (ASCD Task Force, 1985).

o Frustrate individuals with little or no interest in academic
pursuits and cause them to leave school before graduation.

o Deny "authentic intellectual needs of students who_differ"
by restricting opportunities for social inquiry and stifling
interest in the social studies: "If students are to become
meaningfully engaged in social inquiry, the curriculum must
respond to some extent to unique and unanticipated interests
of individual students" (Newmann, 1985, p. 11).

o Limit student perspectives by requ'ring mastery of certain
content in the social studies curriculum without justifiable
criteria for selecting it as more worthy than alternative
bodies of knowledge (Newmann, 1985);

Clashing opinions_on the core content issue are rooted_deeply in_the
20th century history of_curriculum development in the social studies (Hertzberg,
1981); Opponents of extensive core content reql4rements have represented
various positions on the_overarching purposes of educationrsocial relevance
and utilitiarianism, social criticism and reconstruction, and child-centered
teaching and learning (Stanley, 1985). A shared viewpoint of these disparate
positions has been antipathy to "subject-centered" curricula and standard
requirements for promotion and graduation. _Core_content opponents have
tended to favdr interdisciplinary courses of study organized around public
issuessocial problems, or trendy_topicsvand they have believed_cognitive
processes to be more_significant educationally than content. Furthermore,_
they have tended to reject claims that certain subjects are essential Ln the
education of all students (Hertzberg, 1981);

Many educators in history and the social sciences, who have agreed in
principle with core content based on academic disciplines, have differed on
selection and sequencing of subject matter and means and ends of teaching;
Proponents of academic core content have included ahistorical_promoters of
social science subjects, history enthusiasts_with little use for social
sciences, academic elitists with_slight_interest in_pedagogy or the_needs of
average or_below.raverage students, and supporters of general or liberal
education for all classes of students, regardless of variations in intellectual
ability and background (Keller, 1984; Hertzberg, 1981);

There can be no_facile resolution of clashing positions about core
content in the social studies. The recent report of the National Council
for the Social Studies Task Force on Scope and Sequence (1984) is an instruc-
tive example about the complexities and difaculties of reaching agreement
on selection and organization of content. After lengthy and careful delibera-
tion, the NCSS Task Force proposed essential goals for education in the
social studies and alternative.plans for selecting and organizing content.
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HOWeVer, the Task Force report_did_not settle any criticaliStues; it served
Mainly to provoke additional debate among the NCSS tetbership and to prompt
balls for establishment of a new study_group or commidition tb deliberate
upon curriculum reform. Given the NCSS_Tabk Force case, the following
propositions on core content are offered as stimulators of discourse and
investigation, not as conclusive statements.

_1. Secondary schobl_COUrses based on conceptu'l frameworks (core
content) of academit_disciplines--history, geography, political science,_
economics--are keys to acquisition, retention, and effective use of km:AT/ledge
(Hertzberg, 1981).

2. Strbng_and extensive emphasis on_core content, based Oh aCadedid
ditbiplined in history and social sciences, is likely tb prodUCe_bignificart
gainS in knowledge among_most secondary school_student8, WhiCh they heed for
&Cade-di-a achievement, socioeconomic advancement, and effeetiVe citizen-
ship (McNett, 1984).

3. Interdisciplinary courses on public ibduesi social problems, or
timely topics are not so_likely to yield sUbstantial gains in students'
knowledge of the.pist and present. Research on the history of curriculud_
reform_in the social studies shows that_this means_of selecting and_brganiting
content haS tended to:produce "a formless curriculum from whiCh attdenta
learned_little and whiCh bored them" (Hertzberg; 1981, pp. 80=81). TeaChers
Vhb_WbUld integrate knowledge from several disparate subjeCtS and apply it
tb lessOns on issues or topics face complex and unresolVed Conceptual
problems.

4. Acquisition and retention of core content in the social studies by
all, or most, students are likely to be facilitated greatly if this content
is structured logically Within and between subjects from one level tc the
next, with gradual increases in complexity and standards of achievement that
are consistent with the cognitive development and prior Iearn.5.ng experienceb
of students (McNett, 1984; Keller, 1984).

Critical Thinking

Unlike core content, critical thinking, in principle, is not an object
of contention among leaders in social studies education. It is endorsed, in
the abstract, by advocates of clashing positions on teachina and learning;
subject-centered and child-centered educators support critical thinking, as
do proponents of education for social reconstruction, civic responsibility,
academic integrity, and do forth. They tend to agree_that critical thinking
is not treated extensively or satisfactorily in most social studies classroomS
(Goodlad, 1984; SPAN Project, 1982). However, social studies educatort
disagree about defim!.tions of critical thinking and purposes and procedures
in teaching Lt to students. What is critical thinking in the Social studies?
Why Should all students learn how to do it? How should it be taught and
learned in the social studies?

7
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Definitions of critical thinking vary in breadth or inclusiveness.
"Construed broadly, critical thinking comprises the mental processes,
strategies, and representations people use to solve problems, make decisions,
and_learn new concepts" (Sternberg, 1982, p. 46). Same definitions are so
inclusive as_to equate critical thinking with thinking in general or with
all facets of higher level cognition, from application and analysis to_
synthesis and evaluation. By contrast, narrow definitions zioecify evaluation
as the core of critical thinking. In this view, critical thinking involVes
formulation and use of criteria to make warra-ted judgments. For example,
critical thinkers in the social studies appraise claims about knoWledge,
decisions about public policies, and alternatiVe positiond about social or
political issues. Critical thinkers ale° eValuate the criteria or standards
by which they make judgments.

critical thinking, whether conceived broadly or narrowly, implies
CUriosity and skepticism. Cornbleth_says (1985, p. 13) that it is_"a
dynanic process of questioning_and reasoningi_of_raising and pursuing
questions about our own and_others, claims and conclusions, definitions and
evidence, beliefs and_actions." However, critical thinking IX not_Syndnytots
with negativism or_iconoclasm. It can_lead to affirmation of traditions or
conventional wisdom_in some instances_and to rejection of theM Ili other
cases. Neither_a conservative_nor a liberal bide it; bUilt into the processes
of criticalthinking; ratheri_these prodestes (titcpar4 employed) can free
students_from the fetters of ignorance, CtinfuSiono and_unjustified claims
about_ideals_and reality. ThUs,_oritioal thinking in the social studies is
compatible with the highest standards of scholarship and citizenship in a
democracy.

:Educators in the soilial studies disagree about how to include:critical_
thinking in the curriculum. One position holds that the process Of critidal
thinking is_far more important than any body of content tO WhiCh it tight be
appliedi_L_This viewiassumes that the same coilnitiVO Strategies and skills
can be_transferred easily_to any subject:matter._ It 1646:sits cognitive
strategies and skills as_the constant and diniential elements of a curriculum;
by±contrast, content would be Orgahi2ed_flekibly around social problems,
public issues, and current tcpica, WhiCh.tight vary among_students_and_from
semester to semester in the dame course. Some advocates of the primacy of
cognitive process:would go so far as to propose_separate courses in_critical
thinking; the_SUbject matter would vary with student interests._ This
pddition clashes sharply with_propotials_for organization of core content_in
terms of conceptual frameworks in the a72demic disciplines of history and
the social sciences.

How_might a primary emphasis on the process of dritidal thinking improve
education in the_social_studies? Proponents claim_that:it would foster develop-
mentof_generalizabIe,strategies_and_skilla that tight be transferred pervasively
to subjects within and outside of_school. Thede Strategies and skills are keys
to_independent_thinking and learning. pUrthetthOrei students would be_equipped
with_enduring intellectual abilitieS, Whioh Could be used long after particular
facts_had_been_forgotten. riaallyo pritnary &aphasia on cognitive process,
instead of content, would provide ample scope for practicing strategies and
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skills in_critical_thinking; this scope would be unduly limited if confined
to separate subjects in hills-tory and the social sciences (Cornbleth, 1985).

_There is strong opposition to_proposals for an overriding_emphasis on
cognitive process vis-avis subject matter._ Opponents claim that=stratagie&
and skills of critical thinking and essential elements of particular stibject
matter are equally important and should be treated_in concert. Educators
favoring_synergistic connections_of certain content and critidal thinking
assume that development_ of cognitive_strategies and skills is very dependent
upon particular structures of knowledge. They argue that critical thinking
cannot_proceed satisfactorily unless the_thinker knows certain concepts and
facts related fundamentally to the questien under consideration. They also_
contend that criteria and procedures_for_inquiry, including_critical_thinking,
vary_significantly across different domains of knowledge; for examplei:therc
are_impertant differences in criteria_and evidence used to justify propositions
in hidtery as coMpared to economics, law,_or physics. Therefore, critical
thinking should be_introduced and developed within_the conceptual strUetUred
of separate academic disciplineshistory, geography, political science, or
economics (Cornbleth, 1985).

This position, of course, is compatible with advocacy of core content or
essential-knowledge anchored in acadeMic disciplines. Issuesi_problems, and
ideas, that might be_objecta of Critical thinkingi_would be treated within
the _contexts of_partitUlat Academic disciplines._ Both_essentiaI knowledge
in_distinct_acadeMic_disciplines of history_and the social sciences and
interrelated Strategiek and Skills in critical thinking,would be in the
"tore_Of cemmon learning" of students In schools; Importantoutcome0 Of_
learning._eniorsed by proponents of "content-free" and "generic" approacheS
te education for critical thinkingi are_also cited by advocates of_synergism
between critical_thinking and particular_domains of content. _FUrthermord,
they claim_that their position is_more_likely to yield_these desired outcomes
of_education, such as capability to think and_learn_independently, propensity
and ability to transfer or apply_knowledge and cognitive processes_to
questions and concerns_outside of_the_classroom, and facility in remembering
and using major ideas long after details have been forgotten.

Recent research On edudation for critical thinking_provides support
for interrelated_teaching and learning of critical thinking and_core content
in hiStery_and the secial sCiences. However, these findings are not_conclu-
siVe; nebody knows beyond reasonable_doubt that there_is,oniy one_effective
approach to education on critical thinking. Several ressarch_findings and
preposals for practice derived from them, reviewed by Cornbleth (1985) and
Sternberg (1986)i are summarized beIow. They_are presented ea stiMUlater
of discourse and inquiry, not as definitive statements.

_ 1. Development of. strategies and Skills in critical thinking is
_ _

enhanced by connecting education_on_cognitive processes to_core_contant in_
particular acaJemic disciplines in history and the social_sciences. Subject-
specific teaching of critlOal thinking may be the most effective means to
build students' abilitiet_to tranSfer strategies and skills to similar
subjects within.and outside of school.

9
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2. Generic (content-independent) cognitive strategies and akilid _

may be relatively weak means to development_of critical thinking abilities.
The goal of one generalizable model_of_critical thinking remains elusive and
chimerical. "One implidation of_this is that rather than search for
one 'best'_mode of instruction, it would be preferable to identify the features
of succesSful instrUction in various contexta" (Combleth. 1985. pi 24)i

3. /t appears that effective teaching for critical thinking is not
Charadterized by practice of discrete skills; rather, it involves practice of
Skills with recognition and understanding of how they fit together as part of a
strategy and of how the strategy is interrelated with particular subject matter;

4. Teacher modeiing_of,criticai thinking and_expressions_of support_fdt
it in the classroom are effective means of developing studentS' prOpenditiert
and abilities for critical thinking;

_

5; Strategies and_skills Lk criticalithinking can be developed through
computer-baSed inOtruction in problem solving and decision making. _However,
theae proigrame should fit systematically within specific subjects of the
Standard ddrriculum in order to reinforce and extend learning achieved
thrOngh Ongoing classroom activities in critical thinking.

6. Students' capabilities to acquire and_apply strategies and_skilla in
critical thinking are likely to_be increased significantly if they praCtiCe_
them systematically and extensively in an sUbjects that_comprise the Sodial
studies curriculum, and in a manner that is consistent with their Crgnitive
*development and prior learning experiences.

_7._ All_students have some capacity for critical thinking and should be
provided vith ample opportunity to develop their capabilities to the fullest.
Edtdatioh ih critical thinking "should rot be the privilege of a selected
intellectual minority or the Iuxury_of_the upper class" (Sternbergi_1986,
p. 64). Rather, all students should have an_equai chance to_ Iearn_how to__
think critically about issues and ideas In core content of the social studieS.

Civic Values

Critical thihking about issues and ideas involves values, the standards
or criteria_by Which one weighs alternatives and Makes choices. Civic values
are_Stahdards used by citizens to make judgments about_public issues or the
ptilidied Of government officials.Schools in all countries. inciuding_the__
United States of America._are expected to teach civicivaides_through education
in the social studies. Recent public opinion poUsiand survey research studies
reveal that_a Iarge_majority of American adults expect morals and civic values
to be taught in rchools (Leming, 1985). There are disagreements, hovever,
about what values to teach and how to teach them.

Are there civic values that all studentt Should learn through education
in the social_studies? If_so,_what are these core civic values? How should
civic values be presented in the social studies classroon?

10



_Core values in the American heritager-freedom, majority rtlei equality
of opportunity, minority rights, rule of_las-0, limited government, and so
forthare_embedded in our_most revered documents, such as the Declaration
of_Independence, Ile Constitution, the Federalist Papers, Jeffereon's First
Inaugural Address, and_Lincoln's_Gettysburg Address. Theee core Oivic
vaIses_are_emphasized in curriculum guides, textbooks, and proposals for _

educativnal reform, and most Americans seem to agree that they are essential
elements Of education for good citizenship in a free society.

Headarch teveals that an overwhelming majority of adolescents and adults
readily affirm core civic values,_but_they often seem unwilling to apply
some of these values to certain instances involving unpopular individuals or
minority_groups.For example, many Americans,who strongly_support freedom
of speech, in_general, tend to oppose free speech for atheists on public_
television broadcasts or school assembly_programs. Furthermort,-rejtarch
indicates that many_secondary school students have very superficial and_
incoherent notions about the meaning of:freedomi_equalityt jUdtiod, authority,
responsibility, and other core civic values in the AMerican heritage (LeMing,
1985); How can educators in schools and other institutions of our society
improve teaching and learning of core civic values?

Sadd edudators advocate direct_and unquestioned transmission_of civic
traditions and values.Indoctrination, flagrant or subtle, is_the_preferred
method of teaching certain answers to all quesitons of right and wrong, good
or bad. _Complex, perennial_issues are reduced to simple_dichotomies, in
which_the "correct" response in indicated clearly, emphatically,_and_
absolutely. In this view, there is no place,for_deliberation and critioal
thinking_about options; instead answers_are justified_by referendes to an
all,,encompassing doctrine or ideology_that is supposed to determine all
"right" thoughts and actions. According to Leming (1985, p. 155)i "There
appears_to be a_renewed interest in an approach to moral education that
subscribes to_the_ideal that schools have a responsibility to inculcate
basic cultural and political values and behaviors."

Inedlcation may be employed effectively_and appropriately to develop
habitd Of hygiene and deportment and to shape_character (instilling virtues
of honesty, kindnessi and_so forth). _Inia_free society, however, inculcatiOn
cannot be_the single method of teaching: about values or anything_else; Rather,
as students mature, they_should have more and more exposure_t0 edUCation in
critical thinking_about issuesiwhich allows rational justificatiOn of core
civic values. Sydney_Hook, an eminent philosopher committed to educating
students about_core civic_values ih our AMerican heritage, says: "A free
society not only permits but encourages questioning' commensurate_with the
intellectual powers Of students, as integral to learning" (1984, p. 22); By
contrast eloded_or totalitarian society "never permits a critical study
of ite firet principles and the alternatives to them."

An extreme alternative to indoctrination, unlike Sydney Hook's position,
is represented by relativists who propose development of certain rational
procedures in the analysis of civic values as their primary or even exclusive
educational goal. Their concern for teaching particu2ar values seems limited

1 1
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to building support for rationality and diversity; Teaching techniques
involve case studies or simulations about complex issues. Students are
challenged to decide how to minimize costs and maximize benefitS ad they
appraise options in terms of their values. -An asmumption of this pobition is
that basic values, in_which choices are grounded, may vary considerably from
student to Student and from one situation to another in the deliberations of
a particular Student. Teachers are expected to guide students in their use of
rational procetrads needed to analyze and clarify value judgments, but they are
not Supported to prescribe values or choices made in terms of them.. Furthermore,
extreme open=mindedness and tolerance of diverse viewpoints should prevail in
the classroom In this position, there are "right" procedures in thinking
about values, but no "right" answers. Leming's view of research (1985) on
values clarification--a relativistic and process oriented position--reveals
mixed findings and confusion about the instructional power of this approach.
On balancei it seems to be a rather weak means to significant gains in Students'
comprehension of civic values or capabilities in using cognitive strategied and
skills; This_position on values education is not practiced widely in American
elementary and secondary schools.

In Centrast to extreme positions on values educationi many educators
prep-bee a Middle wayi_which involves commitment to core civic values and
Oritical thinking_in the use of these standards to judge options and_make
choices_about public issues andipolicies. This position recognizes that
teachers in schools cannot evade responsibility_for imparting and reinforcing
core civic valnes_of the society that sponsors_them. Schools are major
agencies in the socialization of youngsters--7the process of induoting each
,generation into the roles and institutions of an orderly societywhich
necessarily involVes direct and emphatic instruction_on_traditions, standardsi
and ideald that define a civilization. However, a fundamental ideal of the
Meriden heritage is freedom_to_think, inquirei and communicate ideas--even
if the ideas are_unusual or unpopular or critical of prevailing practices
and beliefs. The Constitution_guarantees civil liberties of individuals and
minority groups against the tyranny of ruling elites and the tyranny Of
majority rule.

Proponents of this middleway potition want students to learn about
inherent paradoxes of_a free seciety--the inevitable tensions between
socialization and social criticism) authority and liberty, majority rule and
minority_rightit==which_generate perennial public issues (Butts, 1980). A
fundamental_ObjeCtive is teaching students to avoid polar extremes in a_ _

paradok While istelang the balance between values in conflict. For examplei
etndente ShOuld be challenged to_appraise_complex_issues in American history
that haVe involved tensions_between the core values of majority rule and
Minerity rights. Classic analyses and decisions about these issues and
Values., found'in landmark cases of the Supreme Court, should be StapleS of
the curriculum.

_Balanced education about values and issues in_Aterican schools has been
threatened_periodically by_4cUrriculum evangelists" who want to promote their
doctrines among_captive audiences of students. Textbooks are prime targets
of these dogmatistS Who Want to 'purge the curriculum of "immoral" or "false"
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_ _

or "unpatriotic" content._ From the_1960s tO the_19803 teadhers have_been
under heavy pressures,from one-sided adVedates Of Varieus left-wing and
right,ming_causesior_ideologies._ BUttt (1980) and Jahowitz_(1983) urge,
educators in_the sociai_studies to redist pressures from-extremists to use
the schools to promote_their causes; edddators should, instead, maintain high
standards Of OCholarship_and fairness in teaching about civic values and
other facets of the curriculum.

Scholarly literature on the teaching of civic values includes research
findings_and propositions aboutipractices that are compatible With the views
of R. Freeman Butts, Morris Janowitz, and_sydney_Hook on the necessity
of rejecting the positions of extremists (dbgtatists_and relativists) in
teaching about civic values; These ideas are Summarited below.

1. Direct instruction can be used to develop knowledge of civic values
and skills in literal comprehension and interpretation of them. It can also
contribute to acquisition of specific skills in critical thinking about civic
values in relationship to public issues or_problems (NCSS Task Force, 1984).
Direct methods include didactic teaching about exemplars of good citizenship
in episodes from history and current_events, authoritative reinforcement of
classroom behavior that exemplifies core civic values, expository les-Sons on
the meaning of civic values, and teacher-guided analyaiit of Values in case
studies of public issues and decisions.

2. _Indirect teaching contributes to development of certain civic values
and cognitive_capabilities. Indirect methods pertain to the_context of
teaching and learning_about values--the classroom climate, interactions of
teacher and students in discussions_of public issues and decisions, and
opportunities to explore various_positions through independent study. There
its_a positive relationship between investigation of public ideUed_iti 004h
and supportive classroom environments and deveiopment_of demOcratid_Values
and strategies_in critical thinking_ If students feel free to dkaMine and
express_ideas aboutpublic issuesi_they are more likely te Stipp-Ott civic
values and learn cognitive strategies necessary tia effeetive citizenship
in a free society (Leming, 1985; JOhhdori & JOhnison, 1979).

3; Direct_and indirect_methods Of teaching can_be used in combination
to address distinct_and complementary objectives, such as building students'
knowledge about civic values of a free societyi_strategies and akins in_
applying civic values to critical thinking about public issues and decisions,
and support for civic values (NCSS Task Force, 1983).

1V4. Core civic values of_a free society 5p be taught most effectively
in COnnection_with knowledge and_critical thinking_processes anchored in
adademic disCiplines of history and the social sciences; these_conneetions
are likely to contribute significantly to students' comprehenSiOn Of Core
values and their ability to apply them to analysts and appraidalS of ideas
(NCSS Task Force, 1983; Boyer, 1983);
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Summary

Educational reform in_eIementary and secondary schools has_been a hot
topic_during the 1980s._ Major newspapers, magazines, and television networks
have_highlighted reports and debates about teaching and learning of basic _

subjects, including history and the_social sciences; these subjects comprise
the_social studies curriculum in schools. PUblic concern and criticism has
stimulated educators in the social studies to reappraise theories_and practices
in curriculum development and pedagogy. There has been_lively discourse about
knowledge, cognitive Skills, and values that all students_might be expected
to_learn through edUcation in the social studies. Three major topics in this
debate are (a) core content, (I)) critical thinking, and (c) civic values;

Core Content

Leaders of the educational reform movement recommend required core
content anchored in the disciplines of American history, history of western
and npnwestern civilizations, government or political science, geography,
and economics. They assume that all secondary school students have need for
and ability to learn conceptual frameworks of academic subjects. Proponents
of an extensive core content requirement in the social studies contend that
it would provide students of all social classes with equal access to knowledge
needed for competent participation in contemporary American society, bring
coherence and integrity to the curriculum, and 4nhance national unity and
cohesion in a pluralistic society.

Opponents of the core content position argue it would not meet needs of
students with little interest in or aptitude for academic work or preparation
for college. Furthermore, it would violate longstanding commitments to address
individual differences_through_many options in the curriculum. _Finally, it
would confine perspectives of students to the boundaries of academic disci-
plines and thereby limit insights, creativity, and knowledge of_reality.
Selection and organization_of content around public iasues, social_ problems,
and timely topics are favored by many opponents of the academic subjects
position._ An assumption of this interdisciplinary approach is that_strategies
and skills in thinking about issues or problems are much more significant
educationally than content;

Crittcal_Thinking

Educators with differing views about core content have, in general,
endorsed critical thinking, and they tend to agree that it is not treated
extensively or satisfactorily in most social studies classrooms. However,
there is disagreement about the meaning, purposes, and practices of critical
thinking.

Construed broadlyi_criticaI thinking in the social studies is equated with
problem-solvIng_or inquiry. Narrow definitions specify evaluation as the
core of critical thinking. Conceived broadly or narrowly, critical thinking_
implies skepticism and rationality in appraisal of claims_about knowledge and
ideals. Critical thinking is not synonymous with negativism or_iconodlasm.
It is compatible with the highest ideals of schOlarship and citiZenship in a
free society.



One position on critical_thinking in the social stddieS advocates_
the primacy of,cognitive skills,_which_should be the constant and essential
elements of_a_curriculum. In this_position, there is no essential knowledge;
rather, subject matter to which critical thinking skills_are applied might
vary with_interests Of Students in timely topics, problems, or issues;
This position is sUppoded tb develop generalizable skills that might be
trannferred pervasively to subjects within and outside of school.

An opposing position holds_that cognitive processes and core content
Ore equally important and should be_treated_in concert; In this pOsition,_
development of cognitive processes_is assumed_to be_dependent upon particular
Structures of knowledge; Thus, critical thinking_about iesues or prOblele
ehould be taught_within_separate_academic_discipline8 to yield deSirable
outcomes, such as enduring ability to apply cognitiVe prOderisees and
particular knowledge to issues and problems in new settinglic.

Civic Values

Critical thinking involves values, the aziteria by which thinkers judge
alternatives_and make Chdices. _Civic values are standards or criteria used
by_citizens to make jUdgMents about public issues or policies of government
officials; An OVerWhelMing majority of Americans affirm, in the abstract,
civic Wangle in the Declaration of Indsrendence, Constitution, and Gettysburg
Addresf0. Thede Core civic values are stressed in_cu=riculum guides and
teadhing materials, and_most Americans_expect,them to be taught in ildhOdlt,
edpecially through subjects in the social studies. However, reeeardh
indicates that many adolescents and adults have_superficial Or_itiddherent*
ideas about core values such as_freedomi_equality, justice, authotityi
responsibility, majority rule,_and minority rights. How ShOUld these civic
values be taught in social studies classrooms?

One position calls_for unquestioned transthission of civic values;
Teachers should_impose "correct" answers clearly and absolutely, even to
complex, perennial issues.

A second position proposes extreme relativism, a primary or exclusive
concern with rational procedures in analyzing or clarifying values; Teachers
are guides to "right" procedures in thinking about values, but they are not
supposed to pretcribe values other than commitment to diversity, open-minded-
ness, and rationality.

A third position represents a middle wayibetween_excessive inculcation
and extreme relativism; This_position_recognizes that educators ShoUld
develop commitment to core_civic,values of a_free society, vhidh ihdludd
freedom to inquire, criticizei_and communicate ideas. _PrOpOhoht# Of this
position_want_students to reflect upon complex, perennial_iteUes associated
with_paradoxes of a fres_societyi_such_as majority rdle With_Minority rights
or_liberty with authority. A fundamental objective is teaching students to
avoid polar extremes in a paradox While seeking the delicate balance between
values in conflict.
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Enpositions on Core Contenti_Critical2tiv-i-c-VAIUtiel

The following_propositions are responses tio current_iStUes in social
studies education on core content, critical thinking' and -ciVic values.
There is substantial, but_not_conclusiVe, support for these Statements in
the literature on curriculum development and teaching_in the social studies;
Therefore, the_propositions are offered primarily as stimulators of discourse
and inquiry and as tentative guides to educational practice.

1. Strong and extensive emphasis on core content, based on conceptual
frameWorks of academic disciplines in history and social sciences, is likely
to lead to significant increases in knowledge among large numbers of secondary
school students.

2. Effective teaching and learning of critical thinking involves practice
of skills in terms of a cognitive strategy and in concert with core content of
specific academic disciplines.

3. Cote civic values of a free society_can be taught most effectively
in COnnedtion with knowledge and critical thinking processes anchored in
ConceptUal frameworks_in history and the social sciences; these connections
ate likely to contribute significantly to students' comprehension nf_core
civic values, to their ability to use them to analyze and appraiSe ideas,
and to their support for them.

4. Students!iacquisition, retention, and_effeCtiVe Ube Of core content,
cognitive_processes (critical thinking),_and ciVid ValUdb ate likely to_be_
facilitated grglatly if these essential_elements Of the curriculum are structured
logically and interrelatedly within and betWeen subjects and_from one one level;
to the_next, Vith_gradual increases in complexity and standards of achievement
that fit the Cognitive development and prior learning experiences of students.

5. Direct instruction can be used to_develop students' knowledge of
civic values and skills in thinking critically about them._ Direct_methods
include didactic teaching and modeling and reinforcement of desired behavior.

6; Indirect teaching procedures, such as diecUSSion Of issues in an open
and supportive_classroom environment, are_related to students' development of
critical thinking strategies and core civic ValUeb of a free society.

7; Direct_and_indirect methods of teaching can be combined and used
effeCtiVely to build students' knowledge of core civic values o2 a free
Sodiety, strategies and Skills in applying them to critical thinking about
publid iSsues and policies, and commitment to them.

6. All students, regardless of social class or presumed limitations
in ambition or Ability,,have some capacity t0 learn_tota dontenti okitical
thinkingi_andicivic_values. This potential can be deVeloped MOke eXtentiVely
than in the past_through ccre_curriculum requitementt. _If so, opportunities
for academic achievement, socioeconomic adVancementi and effective citizenship
will be spread more videlysod equitably in our Society.
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